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The Presidents Corner
I want to thank our Board of Directors for their hard
work on the Annual Dinner this year. I’ve always said
we couldn’t do the things as a chapter without themand it’s absolutely true. MASSIVE Thanks to : Kathy
Felter, John Fickel, Greg Gelatka, Greg Lippert, Skip
Motsenbocker, Joe Myers, Ryan Neis, Tricia Nygren,
Jurgen Rosner, Mike Staub, and Ryan Staub. They are
a great team, and have made amazing things happen
for the membership!
Part of what makes this board so
fantastic is attention to detail
and willingness to think about all
the members, and plan events
that are safe, and fun! The
events are carefully aligned with
multiple calendars to other organizations, and offer a variety
of activities to enjoy. It takes a
love of BMW, dedication and
commitment to the eventplanning process. We have always had a wonderful group of
board members to step up and
volunteer, but we recognize that
sometimes new ideas and helpers are needed to keep things
fresh.

By: Angel Hall

love to talk with you!
Or maybe you want to help, but not really into planning events- but really great with ‘back office things’
- this is perfectly Ok!
If you have had experience with managing budgets
(minor accounting), tasking items, and organization
skills, locating the best prices, why not apply them to
the best Car Club chapter in the world? We would
love to talk with you and help get you started. It’s
fun, and it feels great to give
back to the community while enjoying Bimmer life in the process.
- Many Processes are already defined, so anyone can do them
- Terms are now a 2-year commitment
- National provides standard
procedures for many events and
functions
- Supporting Local charities and
dollar-matching from National
- Having fun with fellow members!

Please contact me: presiShirt worn by Ben Kerwood, Great Plains Chapter,
dent@kcbmwclub.org - let’s talk
Nebraska. All-around funny guy, BMW Tech, and one of the
“Hey! That sounds great! I love many great members you’ll see at an HPDE event!
about it and see where you
BMW, and I’ve got ideas!!” you
would be the best fit! :) Whatevsay.
er skills you have, I’m sure we
have a role that would be perfect for you!
If that sounds like you, why not consider joining the
board of directors for the KC BMW Club? If you are
Celebrate the Drive!
willing to organize an event, participate in 6 board
z4ngel
meetings per year, and adhere to the National Operations and Chapter Bylaws- please let me know, I’d
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Ozark Enthusiast
By Skip Motsenbocker, Springfield-Ozarks VP
So as those close to me know, last year I had the opportunity to acquire one of
the M2’s factory prepared as the M Performance Edition (MPE). This was billed
as a lightweight version of the M2, that some seemed to criticize as a feeble
attempt by BMW to strip options off an out-of-the-box performer and of
course, charge a higher price for the exclusivity of 1-of-150. Of the 150, 75 were
produced as 6MT, while the other 75 were DCT transmissions. There were a
few that had come up as DCT’s which I passed on, mostly because I still prefer
gear rowing, and I’m also aware that 6MT’s are
becoming even more rare with every passing
year and so the allure to have a manual is still
intriguing.
This slimmed-down MPE version did come with
some interesting options however; most notably
manual seats w/o heat, single A/C condenser,
non-HK stereo, three-way adjustable coil-overs
and a high-flow exhaust with remote flaps to decrease back pressure which bypasses the muffler entirely. What’s interesting about this M Performance Exhaust is that even with the flaps closed, the exhaust has access to the muffler
and really doesn’t even have to effectively pass through for gases to escape.
How BMW got this one through the EPA is impressive!
As many of you know, I had a 1M and refused to the modify the car beyond
track pads and a wheel/tire swap, which most wouldn’t even consider real
modifications. So, at this point, likely half of you reading are likely thinking, wait
you had a 1M and sold it to get an M2? What an idiot; and maybe if it becomes
a $100K car someday, then okay I’ll take it. But I wanted to drive the car, not
park and pet worrying about total mileage- that really isn’t what BMW’s are
good at. Candidly, after driving the M2 for around 500 miles I had concluded
that the M2 is a better, more cohesive car. Better chassis, check. Better engine,
check. Electric steering, check.
Okay, so electric steering makes the car feel numb you’ve heard? I can see why
people think that, but I will be providing a solution that is likely going to shut
down the comparison, especially by those who haven’t driven both back to
back. And remember, this car is the MPE and not the standard M2, so part of
what the 2.0 series of articles is about is identifying where the car is at, and
where it’s going. So, let’s start at the scales first.
BMW NA states the slick-top curb weight of the M2 as
3,505 pounds, full of fluids, fuel and no driver of
course. Because the M2 MPE has factory coil-overs, I
was able to have the car corner balanced and sure
enough the car is lighter. In fact, it rolled on the scales
at 3360. One caveat, it was short of fuel by 3.9 gallons.
So, let’s add 24 pounds and round the M2 MPE curb
weight up to 3,384. Simple math, the car is 121 pounds lighter than a slick top
standard M2. I was really pleased to see this and most of the weight likely came
from the variances previously mentioned, in addition to less sound deadening
materials, given the comparison to other M2’s I’ve been in. All in all, not bad
BMW NA.
It’s understood by track enthusiasts that when changing items to improve performance, you start from the ground up in making changes. Tires, brakes, suspension, then engine modifications last. And that’s exactly how this multi-part
article will unfold over several issues, but here’s a heads up – virtually all the
changes that are going to be done have been done already. So, some of what
I’m going to reveal now is just a teaser for the future final reveal. And let me
tell you, it’s impressive! The brands being used to move the car to 2.0 are:

Bridgestone, APEX, PFC, Bimmerworld, Vorshlag, Fabspeed and VF Engineering.
Let’s start with the tires and brakes with the goal of better balance, turn-in,
traction and stopping power. Because I’ve had success running a square setup
in the past and knew I could get the car corner balanced, I really wanted a lightweight but strong rim that would allow this set-up and wouldn’t destroy the
wallet. I contacted APEX late spring 2017 and was able to get waitlisted for a
new rim coming out in 2018, the FL-5. They confirmed this particular rim would allow for a 18x9.5
square setup and thus allowed me to run
275/35R18’s of my favorite street legal tire –
Bridgestone’s RE71R.
The car originally had an
OEM 19x 9/10’s in a
staggered set up with
245/265 in front/rear configurations respectively running Michelin Pilot Super Sports. I still think this is a
great street set up, and surprisingly, the rims BMW
used out the box are relatively lightweight, weighing
in at 49 pounds front and 54 pounds rear as fully
mounted rim/tire combos. These are lighter than the
traditional OEM competition rims that had been used
on the 1M, so kudos BMW. However, the new
APEX/RE71 set up comes in at 49.4 pounds on all four
corners. No weight savings on the front, but
there’s now 30mm more tire width contacting the
pavement, and in the rear the extra 10 mm of tire
are saving over nine pounds total. I’ll take it. For
those of you that have M2s and think this is a great
idea – beware. As a safety precaution I installed
Bimmerworld wheel studs and 5mm spacers up
front just to provide better clearance for the inside
sidewall and the coil-over locking ring. You will likely need to install camber
plates to allow for the clearance to make this work for the fender well. This detail and application is being cover in part two of the series.
So now that traction is enhanced, there needs to be a
quick switch and upgrade the brake pads. A number
of drivers taking their M2s to the track with the factory pads had mentioned they were just getting destroyed and I’m not surprised, the OEM compound
like the MPSS pads seem fine when doing relatively
street-legal things on public
streets. However, neither are exceptional or relatively durable for
repeated track duty. It seems most
people have a preferred pad brand
whether it’s Pagid, Hawk, EBC, or in
my case PFC. In my previous experience the PFC 08’s I picked
up have solid initial bite, a feel very linear, and have provided
decent life expectancy. So being a typical loyal customer,
that is what I stuck with.
In the next issue I am going to cover the install of camber plates, and if you’re
intrigued so far, it will be very telling. There’s still some more research to be
done, but I think we may disprove the myth of electric steering with some
tweaks that are going to be eye opening to say the least. Until then, spring is
upon us so wash ‘em up and get out and drive!
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New Friends of KC BMW Club!
We would like to extend a warm welcome to our newest members, as well as those who’ve come back in the family recently:

The KC BMW Club looks forward to
spending time with you at future events!
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Upcoming Events

KC Cars & Coffee
First Saturday, Every Month, 9am-?
Next up August 4th
Panera Bread
10606 Shawnee Mission Pkwy, Shawnee, KS

Conner Beese
Doug Hansen
Vince Pianalto
Daniel Good
David Dumbauld
Shane Wilson
Michael Black
Charles Duff
Greg Wist
Shannon Vahle
Timothy Duncan
Catherine Chelimo
David Williams
Steve Lawrence
Thomas Hawkins
Evan Root
Logan Root

Springfield Cars & Coffee
First Saturday, Every Month, 8:30am-10
Next up August 4th
Reliable BMW
3500 E Sunshine St, Springfield, MO

Wichita Cars & Coffee
Second Saturday, Every Month, 9am-?

Next up August 11th
BMW of Wichita
11000 E 13th St N, Wichita, KS. 67206

“No Excuses" 10 High Performance Driving School
noexcusesdrivingschool.com
October 12th-14th
Hallett Motor Racing Circuit
Jennings, OK
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2018 Annual Dinner
By Angel Hall

Annual Dinner 2017-18 was glamorous!
Members enjoyed an exquisite gourmet buffet at
The Grand Street Cafe on the Plaza for the 2017-18
Annual Dinner event. Fantastic views of the Plaza,
posh seating, and intimate atmosphere gave a polished flair to the Annual
Business meeting.

ter” award! Chris has helped organize two events in 2017
in partnership with the KC E9x online group.
Chris organized the BMW of Kansas City South Cars &
Coffee, and our portion of the All-German Car Show at Rosanna Square.

The Blazey President’s Award went
to Skip Motsenbocker, VP of Springfield.
Skip has been an
amazing force to be
reckoned with in
the Ozark area! He
has built rapport
with BMW of
Springfield, organized tours, and has
even hosted a BBQ
at his home for local
members. He’s
getting more members involved, and is
getting the word out
about BMW CCA!

The shorter Business
meeting program has
been a hit in recent
years, and has allowed
for more social time,
along with a fun game of
Table Topics, hosted by
chapter VP’s: Joe Myers,
Skip Motsenbocker, and
Kathy Felter.
Tremendous thanks to
BMW of Kansas City
South and Baron BMW
for donating prizes and
offering generous discounts to the chapter to purchase the BMW Lifestyles prizes awarded that evening! As members,
please be sure to thank them for their support of our
chapter- that is greatly appreciated!
Speaking of the prizes- some really rare and delightful selections were raffled away this year such as
a portable camping tent, scooter, bicycle station,
golf equipment, puzzles & toys, hats, shirts, mugs,
computer accessories and more! The VP’s did a
great job at keeping the drawings moving along- and
it was hilarious to see Skip Motsenbocker and Mike
Staub show off their tricks and fancy speed indoors
on the scooter! Congrats to all of our winners that
evening.
Speaking of winning- congratulations to Chris Yearton, for winning the first-ever “Friends of the Chap-

The Ron Greene Award,
for Lifetime Achievement, was awarded to
our favorite walking
BMW Encyclopedia- Hugo Becker! Hugo once
served as Secretary to
the chapter, has been an
unbelievable resource to
all things BMW, and has
contributed many published articles for BMW
Blog. Hugo unfortunately was unable to attend
that evening, but received his award at the
BMW Cars & Coffee Event in March.
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10% off Parts & Services for Members
Must present proof of membership
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Registration is now open for this fall's must attend event!

The Kansas City, Lone Star, Great Plains, St. Louis and Sunbelt chapters of the BMW Car Club
are hosting the 11th No Excuses High Performance Driver Education event at Hallett Motor
Racing Circuit on October 13-14. Friday, October 12th is also available to solo advanced students.
Hallett is one of the most exciting and technical tracks in the Midwest! The track features ten
turns and considerable elevation change across its 1.8 mile circuit. It is like a little roller
coaster. The track was recently repaved and is a joy to drive!
As always, our event is open to car owners of any brand – you’re welcome to join us with
your Porsche, Ford, Kia, Ferrari, or Tesla! Of course, BMWs are also welcome!
Visit http://www.noexcusesdrivingschool.com/ for full details
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